
About Jordan Freaker 

  

At Jordan Freaker, we hold the belief that remarkable outcomes occur when you are hard-

working, pay attention to details passionately and most importantly is having integrity. By being 

centered to the core values, we bring out the best service as well as best genuine shoes that 

anyone deserves to possess. 

We understand the dream of copping for yourself those perfect high quality stylish shoes which 

can bring you to the best places and most importantly they must be 100% authentic. Started as 

a small reseller specializing in reselling authentic Air Jordans. After a few years of establishment 

and development, Jordan Freaker has gradually fulfilled the dream of our customers. We then 

recognized the potential of the business we are doing which can help make our customer’s 

dreams come true. We formed a core team to establish a strategic direction that emphasized 

the company's strengths of bringing the latest styles of Air Jordans to customers. These also 

included being recognized as a trusted and genuine shoe store where delivers an exceptional 

shopping experience and excellent customer services. 

Jordan Freaker ensures that all our products are authentic, with a guarantee that they are 

sourced directly from reputable stores worldwide. If you're in search of legitimate sneaker 

retailers, don't underestimate the significance of Jordan Freaker. 

Jordan Freaker currently focuses on genuine Air Jordan shoes including all the latest versions 

to the very first former ones for example Air Jordan 4 Retro 'Black Cat' 2020, Air Jordan 4 Retro 

'Military Black', Jordan 4 Retro University Blue, Jordan 1 Retro High Dior and much more. We 

offer a wide range of authentic shoes from Nike with a diverse range of models and the latest 

update. Jordan Freaker can find everything you need. 

At your hopeless of looking for those pairs which are limited in quantity, or pre-released or even 

listed as “sold out”, Jordan Freaker has the capability and experience to fulfill your desires. 

Whether you're looking for limited-edition products, rare items, or hard-to-find releases, Jordan 

Freaker, with its expertise and experience in searching and collecting, is confident in meeting 

your needs. 

  

About the Founder 

Chairman as known as CEO James Johnson has been through ups and downs with the 

business and he is happy to declare that he is lucky enough to have the best cutting-edge team 

as it is right now to launch Jordan Freak successfully a year ago in Arizona, United States. 

James has been an incredible leader to all the members by acknowledging the vital role of the 

team in achieving success and always giving valuable insights that he leverages to drive Jordan 

Freak's growth and success today.   

https://jordanfreaker.com/


  

Our Motto 

We came up with our motto – Jordan Freaker: “Where the World's Footwear Finds Its Match” 

and taking pride in being one of the best authentic shoe stores that customers will always come 

in first to check their favorite pair. 

Regarding the integrity – one of the core values that set our footstep in this business – it also 

means that always being one step ahead. We set up a security system ensuring customers’ 

personal information is protected forever. 

We also strive to deliver an unparalleled shopping experience - at Jordan Freaker, customers 

are not only provided with products that meet their quality expectations but also be taken care 

by a team of dedicated staff members who provide exceptional care and attentive service. 

  

Our Services 

Add up to the goals of putting customers’ satisfaction first. We constantly innovate our service 

processes and carry-on comprehensive training to our sales. 

Moreover, sneakerheads who choose to shop at Jordan Freaker can experience a multiple of 

supportive advantages, including good delivery service, flexible warranty and return policies, 

and secured payment options. 

  

Air Jordans – Your Perfect Sneakers! 

Our main products are Air Jordans, and let look at the best ones that we are selling right now: 

The Air Jordan 1 Low is a highly sought sneaker worldwide. This is one of our best-selling line 

items because of its various designs, comfortable features like the perforated toe box and Air 

sole technology, and diverse colorways make it a versatile choice for all styles. Notable 

collaborations with Nike SB and Travis Scott have further expanded the appeal of the Jordan 1 

Low. 

Another Air Jordan collection that carries a rich history, with multiple redesigns and re-releases 

since its inception in 1985 which can be named the Air Jordan 1 Mid. They stand out as a 

stylish sneaker with a mid-height collar which can help you pair with any outfits or can fit with 

anyone whether they are tall or short. It has gained popularity among sneakerheads and fashion 

enthusiasts alike, offering a wide range of styles and designs. Explore more at Jordan Freaker 

for the best collaborations and colorways, such as the Jordan 1 Mid Dutch Green and Jordan 1 

Mid Black Chile Red White. 



And finally, our best star - the Air Jordan 1 High which is an iconic sneaker design that started 

it all. With its high-cut silhouette, it offers a perfect fit and a sporty look to any outfits. It 

combines style and functionality, featuring cushioning for comfort and injury prevention. Over 

the years, it has gained popularity through various collaborations and colorways with notable 

brands. Check out the Jordan 1 High models like Hyper Royal, Dark Mocha, Travis Scott x 

Fragment, and University Blue at Jordan Freaker today! 

  

Contact Information: 

Website: https://jordanfreaker.com/  

Get in touch for support: + 1 928 331 0068 

Visit us at: 15846 N Cave Creek Rd, Phoenix, AZ 85032, USA 

Email: support@jordanfreaker.com  

  

Thank you for choosing Jordan Freaker! 

We appreciate the attention, selection, and trust you have placed upon Jordan Freaker. Our 

relentless dedication lies in enhancing the quality of our services, ensuring you cop the best 

product every time. Thank you for letting Jordan Freaker to be you accompany on your journey 

of picking the best style for your outfit! 

Our Social: 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/jordan_freaker9/  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/jordanfreaker  

Tiktok: https://www.tiktok.com/@jordanfreaker  

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/@jordanfreaker9    

Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/jordanfreaker/  

Twitter: https://twitter.com/jordan_freaker  

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jordan-freaker-861551276/  

http://jordanfreaker.bloggersdelight.dk/  

http://jordanfreaker.idea.informer.com/  
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